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The Impending Verification Revolution
Raul Camposano, Chief Technology Officer Senior Vice President Synopsys, Inc.

Abstract
The functional verification of a complex digital design is one of the most time-consuming design tasks. It is based mainly
on simulation. Simulation requires that the designer develops three essential models: the design being simulated, the
environment generating the valid simulation input vectors for that design, and a reference for what are considered correct
simulation results. In addition, a measurement of which parts of the design have been simulated („coverage“) helps to
evaluate the progress of the simulation.
In spite of its significant progress to date, functional verification continues to undergo a profound transformation. First, the
practice of automating the environment generating the simulation vectors is being automated. Second, the modeling of
correct simulation results is being changed to assertions (also called properties) that can be described formally.
Assertions can be checked during simulation time. In some cases, assertions can be proved formally for a given
environment (property checking). Assertions can also be stored as IP for a given design: for example, the properties of a
bus protocol can be stored as assertions and can be reused for every design using that particular bus. Some assertions
must be stated by the designer, e.g. the maximum time allowed between two signals, while others can be derived
automatically from the RTL description, e.g. prohibiting a given state that would lead to an unspecified branch in a case
statement. Third, the verification environment can be automatically derived from constraints that formally describe the
restrictions on the input vectors. Again, formally-described constraints for given designs can be stored as IP and reused, a
trend that continues to move us closer towards a more complete suite of reusable verification components.
This talk describes the above constraint/assertion-based functional verification, shows how simulation and formal
techniques work together in such a methodology, assesses the complexity and current limitations of formal techniques,
and examines what we expect in the future.
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